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Date: November 1,2010
From: Clackamas Stewardship Partners
c/o Nathan J. Poage, Coordinator
4930 SE 61st Avenue
Portland, OR 97206
To:

Jim Roden
Clackamas River Ranger District
Estacada Ranger Station
595 NW Industrial Way
Estacada, OR 97023

Re.:

Clackamas Stewardship Partners scoping comments on the Jazz Thin proposed action

Dear Mr. Roden:
In our November 18, 2009 letter to Acting District Ranger Alison Nelson, the Clackamas
Stewardship Partners (CSP) recommended that the Collawash watershed be the focus of the next
round of restoration thinning activities to be undertaken by the Clackamas River Ranger District
(CRRD). We are delighted that the CRRD adopted this recommendation and has spent the past
year developing the Jazz Thin project in the Collawash watershed. I now am writing on behalf
of CSP to provide you with scoping comments on the Jazz Thin proposed action.
As you may recall, CSP began seriously discussing the possibility of restoration thinning
activities in the Collawash in 2008. At that time, several of the Partners raised concerns about
unstable slopes in the Collawash watershed. Issues and concerns subsequently raised by Partners
include road construction and decommissioning, stream crossing methods, forage and winter
range for elk and deer, within- and between-stand structural objectives, and landscape-scale
connectivity of late-serai habitat. We are appreciative on the efforts made by the CRRD to
address these topics in meetings, on formal fieldtrips (e.g., on July 23,2009 and August 24,
2010), and in the many days spent by CRRD staff with individual Partners in the field.
To continue what has been a very productive process to date, we offer the following
comments on the Jazz Thin proposed action and organize our comments into five interrelated
topic areas: unstable slopes, aquatic resources, roads, late-serai habitat, and early-serai habitat.
Unstable Slopes
Unstable slopes in the Collawash remain one of the areas of concern for many of the
Partners. The July 23, 2009 fieldtrip to the led by Tom DeRoo (USDA Forest Service Geologist)
helped the Partners gain a better understanding of the issues associated with unstable slopes.
Nevertheless, we urge the CRRD to carefully consider the potential impacts of unstable stable
slope failure when designing and implementing the Jazz Thin.
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Aquatic Resources
Unstable slopes (discussed above), stream crossings, silviculture activities in and adjacent to
riparian reserves, and roads (discussed below) all have the potential to adversely impact aquatic
resources as part of the Jazz Thin. Stream crossings have been discussed with CRRD staff a
number of times, including the August 24,2010 fieldtrip and the October 12,2010 CSP meeting.
Following from those discussions, we urge careful consideration of 1) the need of each stream
crossing and 2) crossing approaches that--where and when appropriate-have the potential to
have less of an impact on aquatic resources, be temporary in nature, and less expensive than
approaches involving more permanent culverts and bridges. Because portions of many of the
Jazz Thin units are located in riparian reserves, we also urge the CRRD to carefully consider the
potential aquatic resource impacts that might stem from silvicultural and road-related activities
occurring in and adjacent to riparian reserves.
Roads
Road-related activities associated with the Jazz Thin-including construction of new
temporary roads and road decommissioning~are also an area of concern for many Partners We
are greatly encouraged by the decision to spatially and temporally coordinate thinning and road
decommissioning activities in the Collawash. We also are encouraged that the bulk of temporary
roads will be located on existing old road alignments and that the total length of new temporary
roads constructed will be kept to approximately one-third of a mile. We support the
decommissioning of the temporary roads after use and strongly suggest that deep trenches be
placed immediately behind road entrance berms described under the road decommissioning
activities described in the proposed action.
However, it remains unclear how many of the roads slated for decommissioning are likely to
remain closed for the foreseeable future. In other words, which of the roads proposed for
decommissioning are likely to be permanently closed and which are likely to be closed
temporarily? We recognize that the answers to these questions are likely to be influenced by a
number of factors, not the least of which is the number and types of to-be thinned stands located
along decommissioned roads.
We request that the CRRD provide an analysis of temporary roads and road reconstruction
and the economic and ecological tradeoffs of individual road segments. With an adequate
analysis and clear presentation of the information, both the Forest Service and the public can
evaluate the tradeoffs of temporary road construction. Maps and one or two tables should be
provided that include the following information for each temporary road or reconstructed road:

• Total length;
• Number of landings and resulting increase in road width;
• Average road gradient and steepest gradient;
• Hillslope position and side slope gradient;
• Full bench construction or sidecast (if applicable);
• Soil and bedrock type, indicating stability and erosion hazard;
• Closest and average distance to riparian features;
• Number of stream crossings, whether the streams crossed are fish bearing, the
approximate width and depth of each crossing, and culvert sizes that will be used;
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• Estimated expansion of stream network: total road and in-ditch distance that has
potential to drain into the stream network if weatherizing and decommissioning
measures fail;
• Overall impact ratings for both aquatic and terrestrial wildlife;
• Acres and volume accessed by road and an estimate of total gross revenue from logs;
• Construction and obliteration costs; and
• Net revenue from building road, cost/benefit ratio.
Late-Serai Habitat
The Jazz Thin proposed action provides a great opportunity to advance a number of the
important late-serai objectives identified in the CRRD's Collawash / Hot Springs Watershed
Analysis (1995), referred to hereafter as the Collawash Watershed Analysis. The Collawash
Watershed Analysis notes that "[l]ate serai habitat is available in [the Collawash] watershed in
larger and less fragmented blocks than elsewhere in the [Clackamas River] subbasin (p. 1-3)."
The Collawash Watershed Analysis further notes that—at landscape scales—the Collawash
watershed "will be relied upon as a 'source' area for healthy populations of late serai associated
species. Flows across the landscape need to be considered (p. 1-3)."
We encourage the use of variable density thinning approaches to promote the development of
late-serai habitat within and between Late-Successional Reserve (LSR) Jazz Thin units. In order
to promote the development of late-serai habitat in the Late-Serai Species Key Connecting Areas
shown on Map 24 (p. 3-41) of the Collawash Watershed Assessment, we recommend using
similar variable density thinning approaches in the following non-LSR Jazz Thin units: 2, 4, 6, 8,
10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 142, 144, 146, 148, 150, 152, 154, 156,158, and 160. Units 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 are located in the northeastern Late-Serai Species Key Connecting Area
shown on Map 24; these units have the potential to facilitate connectivity between late-serai
habitats in the Collawash and Upper Clackamas watersheds. Units 142,144,146,148,150,152,
154,156, 158, and 160 are located in the northwestern Late-Serai Species Key Connecting Area
shown on Map 24; these units have the potential to contribute to late-serai connectivity with the
Fish Creek watershed and watersheds in the Molalla River subbasin.
Early-Serai Habitat
The Jazz Thin proposed action provides an opportunity to address issues associated with
early-serai habitat in the Collawash watershed. Of particular importance to a number of Partners
are providing forage and/or winter range habitat for elk and deer. We encourage adopting
variable density thinning approaches to enhance forage and winter range habitat for deer and elk
in Jazz Thin units 46,48, 50, 83, 84, 86, 90,92,114,116,118,136,137,138, and 148. Some
portion of each of these thinning units either falls within previously identified winter range or
within 200 meters of previously identified winter range. Units 46,48, 50, 83, 84, 86,90, and 92
are located along the east edge of the Jazz Thin project area. Units 114,116,118,136,137,138,
and 148 are located in the central-north portion of the Jazz Thin project area. Additionally, we
strongly encourage capitalizing on natural openings and/or previously created gaps in adjacent,
recently thinned units to develop larger openings where appropriate given concerns about
unstable slopes, riparian reserves, and LSRs.
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Nathan J. Poage, Ph.D.
Coordinator, Clackamas Stewardship Partners

